Dear ISIC Participants,

At this time, although CVPR has not released any official statements regarding COVID-19, we know that many of our workshop authors and participants may be growing concerned, so we would like to make an independent statement. Due to the risk of mandatory and optional travel restrictions because of COVID-19, the ISIC Skin Image Analysis Workshop chairs have decided to support remote participation to any accepted authors or invited speakers who wish to participate remotely. Additionally, if CVPR is cancelled, we will schedule and organize a remote workshop.

We are also providing another 1-week extension to the manuscript deadline, to March 22nd. Camera-ready papers must be received by CVPR on April 20th. Your papers must go through a peer-review process, and you must be given time to prepare camera-ready versions after receiving reviewer feedback, so no more deadlines extensions will be granted, unless CVPR changes the deadlines.

We wish health and safety for everyone. More information will be shared when it is available.